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Abstract
We consider various classes of graph polynomials and study their computational complexity.
Our main focus is on Farrell polynomials and generating functions of graph properties. All these
polynomials have a wide range of applications in combinatorics, but also in physics, chemistry, and
biology. In general, the worst-case complexity of most these polynomials is known to be NP-hard, or
even P-hard. We show that, if these polynomials satisfy a definability condition in the formalisms
of monadic second-order logic, then they can be computed in polynomial time if restricted to graphs
of tree width at most k. In other words, they are fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) with parameter the
tree width of the input graph.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the literature of graph theory we find an abundance of graph polynomials. Some are
studied because they are generating functions of certain graph properties, others count the
number of occurrences of certain features of the graphs, and finally, others are attempts to
find complete graph invariants. Most of them are hard to compute, in the sense that they
are P-hard or at least NP-hard.
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In this paper we examine all the polynomials we could find in the literature (we may
have missed some more exotic examples), and see whether the dynamic programming
techniques based on various definability criteria related to monadic second-order logic
developed for graphs of bounded tree width can be applied. The paper may be already
valuable for its survey on graph polynomials we have assembled here. But we hope that by
looking at the issue of definability in monadic second-order logic we open a new avenue
for studying graph polynomials.
One of the more intriguing graph polynomials, the Tutte polynomial [Wel93,Bol99,
BR99], is known to be hard to compute, P-hard to be precise. Andrzejak and,
independently, Noble, cf. [And98,Nob98], have shown that the Tutte polynomial is
computable in polynomial time on graphs of fixed bounded tree width. In [Mak01,Mak],
this result is extended to the colored Tutte polynomials building on previous work by
Arnborg, Courcelle, Lagergren, Makowsky, Rotics, and Seese [ALS91,CMR00,CMR01].
Our proof had two ingredients, one logical and one combinatorial. The first consists in
establishing that the polynomial in question can be expressed in a certain formalism of
sums of products where the summation ranges over subsets of edges satisfying a condition
in monadic second-order logic (MSOL), and the product ranges over weights on edges
with a bounded number of case distinction also definable in MSOL. The second consists
in exploiting a tree decomposition of the graph on which the polynomial is to be computed
inductively. We produce here an abstract theorem (Theorem 10) describing a very general
situation where these ingredients yield polynomial-time algorithms which extends the
scope of applicability beyond the theorem given in [CMR01,Mak01,Mak]. However, it
is sometimes not at all obvious how to recognize whether a graph polynomial is MSOL
definable in the above sense.
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit a wide range of graph polynomials which are hard
to compute on arbitrary graphs but for which the existence of polynomial-time algorithms
can be established for graphs of bounded tree width using directly or indirectly our general
method. In other words, they are fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) in the sense of [DF99],
where the parameter is the tree width of the input graph. Some of the cases were previously
treated in [CMR01,Mak01,Mak]. But here we push the applicability of these results further,
and, most importantly, we give a new theorem (Theorem 10) which covers new cases.
Our results apply to the following cases:
(i) The colored Tutte polynomials and all the polynomials which are substitution
instances thereof, especially Kauffman brackets and other knot polynomials viewed
as graph polynomials [BR99]. This was shown in [Mak01,Mak]. This also includes
Martin polynomials and the interlace polynomial, but only when restricted to link-like
graphs, cf. [EM98,ABS].
(ii) Farrell’s F -polynomials for F covers, which we simply call F -polynomials,
cf. [Far79b], with F a finite set of graphs. This includes both the matching
defect polynomial, the matching generating polynomial, cf. [LP86], and their
generalizations, cf. [God81,God93,Far79a], the various rook polynomials of Riordan
[Rio58], and the like. These results are new and do not follow from any of the results
described in [CMR01,Mak01,Mak].
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(iii) Many enumeration polynomials, cf. [Wil90,Sta86]. These include the clique and
independent set polynomials of [HL94] and the literature cited therein. These results
are also new in as much as the framework does not correspond exactly to the one
presented in [CMR01].
On the other hand, our method does not seem directly applicable to
(i) The bivariate permanent polynomial, cf. [BP80,Par99]. Here the polynomials defined
using both the graph G and its complement, but the tree width of the combined input
is always maximal.
(ii) The hit polynomials, cf. [God93]. Although they are generalizations of the matching
polynomials, the polynomial depends on a bipartite graph B on 2n vertices and the
graph Kn,n, hence the tree width of the combined object is again maximal.
(iii) The frame polynomial of [BP80,Par99], although this is a Farrell polynomial. Here
the reason lies in the weight function which gives a different formal variable to each
of the basic graphs in F which is infinite.
(iv) The Martin polynomial on general undirected graphs, cf. [EM98,Ver83].
Nevertheless we conjecture that on classes of graphs of bounded tree width these
polynomials are also computable in polynomial time.
We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of graph theory, as given in, say [Bol79,
Bol99,Die96], and the basics of complexity theory, as given in, say, [GJ79,Pap94].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce a general form of our
polynomials. In Section 3 we formulate the definability conditions in monadic second-
order logic, define the MSOL-polynomials, and discuss some immediate examples. In
Section 4 we define the Farrell polynomials and discuss definability conditions for Farrell
polynomials. In Section 5 we recall the definition of tree width of a graph and state our
main theorem (Theorem 10) and sketch a proof based on [CMR01].
In Section 6 we discuss limitations of our theorems and open problems, and formulate
various conjectures.
2. Graph polynomials
2.1. Conventions on graphs
We only consider finite graphs, which we denote by G,H, . . . , possibly with indices.
V (G) denotes the set of vertices, E(G) the set of edges of G. We use a, b, . . . to denote
indistinctively vertices or edges of a graph, u,v, . . . to denote vertices and e, f, . . . to
denote edges.
Graphs may be directed or undirected and can have loops and multiple edges. Simple
graphs are undirected graphs without loops nor multiple edges. In case of ambiguity we
always specify whether a graph is simple, or whether a graph is directed or not.
Trees are connected cycle-free graphs. H ⊆ G means H is a subgraph of G. H  G
means H is an induced subgraph of G.
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2.2. General form of graph polynomials
A graph polynomial is mapping
p :Graphs→R[X],
whereR is a commutative ring X is a set of indeterminates, and p is invariant under graph
isomorphisms. UsuallyR= Z. We write p(G;X) or p(G;x1, . . . , xm) if X = {x1, . . . , xm}
to specify the indeterminates.
Our polynomials are all of the form
p(G)=
∑
H⊆G, H∈H
c(H)
( ∏
case1
w1 · . . . ·
∏
caseα
wα
)
(general)
with
(i) the summation ranges over a family H of subgraphs (or induced subgraphs) of G;
(ii) the products range over elements or subsets of vertices and edges of H , distributed
over α many cases, where α is a fixed positive integer;
(iii) wβ,β  α, are weight functions of subsets of vertices or edges with values in some
fixed ring R;
(iv) c(H) is a coefficient depending on the subgraph H ∈H.
A typical example is the characteristic polynomial Φchar(G,λ) of a graph G defined by
Φchar(G,λ)= det
(
λI −A(G)),
where A(G) is the adjacency matrix of a graph. We put M = λI −A(G) and interpret it as
a weight function on Kn,n where the weight of (i, j) is given by mi,j . A perfect matching
E of Kn,n can also be viewed as a graph of a permutation πE of {1, . . . , n}. Now
Φchar(G,λ)= det
(
λI −A(G))=∑
E
c(E)
∏
(i,j)∈E
m′i,j =
∑
T
∏
(i,j)∈E
mi,j , (char)
where E ranges over the perfect matchings of G, T ranges over spanning trees, and
c(E)= (−1)sign(πE). The last equality is Kirchhoff’s theorem on counting spanning trees,
with M ′ = (mi,j )′ a matrix computable from M = (mi,j ) in linear time, hence, the
coefficient c(E) can be avoided. For details, cf. [Eve79,Bol79].
Similarly, the bivariate permanent polynomial Φperm(G,λ,µ, ν) of a graph (without
loops) G is defined by
Φperm(G,λ,µ, ν)= per
(
λI +µ ·A(G)+ ν · A¯(G)), (per)
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where A¯(G) is the adjacency matrix of the complement graph. Again, for M ′ = (λI +µ ·
A(G)+ ν · A¯(G)) we can write this in the required form
Φperm(G,λ,µ, ν)= per(M ′)=
∑
E
∏
(i,j)∈E
m′i,j . (per′)
This family of polynomials was introduced in [BP80] as a candidate for a complete graph
invariant, i.e.,
Φperm(G1, λ,µ, ν)=Φperm(G2, λ,µ, ν)
in the polynomial ring Z[λ,µ, ν] iff G1 and G2 are isomorphic. In [Par99] it is stated that
it is still open, whether this is a complete graph invariant, but we suspect that it is not. Note
that the definition of the weights in M ′ requires a case distinction.
Complexity. Clearly, Φchar(G,λ) can be computed in time O(|G|3) whereas the computa-
tion of Φperm(G,λ,µ, ν) is P hard.
3. Polynomials with definable ranges of summation
3.1. Monadic second-order logic
Monadic Second Order Logic (MSOL) is the language in which one is allowed to
express graph properties using vertices, edges, incidence of edges and vertices, sets of
vertices, sets of edges and membership to these sets. Typical examples of such graph
properties are
3-colorability. A graph is 3-colorable iff there are sets X1, X2, and X3 forming a partition
of the vertex set such that no two elements of some Xi are adjacent.
Connectivity. K ⊆ V (G) is connected in G (in symbols K ∈ Con(G)) iff for every non-
trivial partition X1, X2 of the vertices in K there are v1 ∈ X1 and v2 ∈ X2 such
that (v1, v2) ∈E(G).
In these two examples no quantification over subsets of edges is used. The following is an
example where quantification over subsets of edges is needed. In fact, it can be proved, that
no MSOL formula without such a quantification can express it, cf. [BT87,dR84]. A simple
proof can be found in [Mak92].
Hamiltonicity. A simple graph G is Hamiltonian iff there exists a set X of edges such that
each vertex is incident to exactly two edges in X, and the subgraph spanned by
the edge-set X is connected.
The property
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Eulerian. A simple graph G is Eulerian iff every vertex has even degree and it is
connected.
is not even MSOL expressible with quantification over subsets of edges. This is due to fact
that one cannot express in MSOL that the set of neighbors of a vertex is even, cf. [EF95].
3.2. A precise formalism for MSOL
For our further developments we have to be more precise. We shall require that both the
family H of subgraphs and the case distinction be definable in the formalism of monadic
second-order logic, as used in [CMR01].
For this, we view our graph G as a two sorted structure G with vertices V and edges
E in its universe. Furthermore we have a binary relation R ⊂ V ×E with (v, e) ∈ R iff v
is a vertex of e. In this representation multiple loops and multiple edges are possible. In
contrast, when the graph G is viewed as a structure with universe V (G) and E(G) as a
binary edge relation, no multiple edges can be modeled.
The monadic second-order logic MSOL(G) on such structures has variables vi for
vertices, xi for edges, Uj for subsets of vertices and Xj for subsets of edges. Atomic
formulas are
vi ∈Uj , xi ∈Xj, R(vi , xj ), vi = vj , xi = xj .
The formulas are now defined inductively using Boolean connectives and quantification
over the variables vi, xi,Ui , and Xi .
The monadic second-order logic MSOL(Gcolored) allows additionally unary predicates
Cλ, λ ∈Λ, which are interpreted as the edges of color λ. Hence we have additional atomic
formulas Cλ(xi). This extension of MSOL(G) is necessary to deal with Tutte polynomials
of signed graphs and the colored Tutte polynomial.
For a detailed discussion of the expressive power of MSOL(G) and MSOL(Gcolored) we
refer to [ALS91,Cou92]. Here are some easily verifiable examples:
Proposition 1. The following are expressible in MSOL(G). The free individual and set
variables are displayed.
(i) φpmatch(X): X is a partial matching.
(ii) φpath(v1, v2,X): X is a path from v1 to v2 in G.
(iii) φcomponent(U): U is a connected component of G.
(iv) φtree(X,U): X is a spanning tree of the component U of G.
(v) φforest(F ): F is a spanning forest of G.
(vi) φclique(C): C is a clique of G.
(vii) φmaxclique(C): C is a maximal clique of G.
(viii) φindep(I): I is an independent set of G.
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3.3. MSOL-polynomials
MSOL-polynomials are now of the form
p(G)=
∑
E∈H
c(H) ·
( ∏
case1(E)
w1 · . . . ·
∏
caseα(E)
wα
)
, (MSOL)
where the summation ranges over an MSOL-definable family of subgraphs H and the
products range over all edges and vertices of H with a MSOL-definable finite case
distinction where each case receives the same weight. Furthermore the coefficient c(H)= c
is assumed to be constant.3
Proposition 2. The characteristic polynomial and the permanent polynomial are MSOL-
polynomials.
Proof. We use the definition of the polynomials which use perfect matchings instead of
permutations and Proposition 1. ✷
3.4. Matching and rook polynomials
We follow [God93,LP86]. The generating matching polynomials g(G,λ), the defect
matching polynomials m(G,λ) and the rook polynomials ρ(B,λ) of a graph G, respec-
tively bipartite graph B ⊂Kn,n are defined as
g(G,λ)=
∑
r
p(G, r)λr =
∑
E′⊆E(G)
∏
e∈E′
λ, (gen-m)
m(G,λ)=
∑
r
(−1)rp(G, r)λn−2r = λ−n
∑
E′⊆E(G)
∏
e∈E′
(−1) · λ−2, (def-m)
ρ(B,λ)=
∑
r
(−1)rp(B, r)λn−r = λ−n
∑
E′⊆E(B)
∏
e∈E′
(−1) · λ−1, (rook)
where p(G, r) denotes the number of (partial) r-matchings of G, and E′ ranges over the
partial matchings of G, respectively B .
Proposition 1 gives immediately
Proposition 3. Both matching polynomials and the rook polynomial are MSOL-polynomi-
als.
3 A more general definition still works for our main theorems, but the additional complications are not
worth the notational effort. Roughly, c(H) has to have a finite range with MSOL-definable case distinction.
The coefficient (−1)sign(π) for the sign of a permutation π , as in the determinant, is not of this form.
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Complexity. Both matching polynomials and the rook polynomials are P hard to
compute. This follows from the fact that p(G,n/2) is already P hard to compute
for bipartite graphs, cf. [Val79,God93]. Noble in his thesis [Nob97] has shown
that on graphs of tree width k the matching polynomials can be computed in
polynomial time.
3.5. Clique and independent set polynomials
We follow [HL94]. Let ak(G), a¯k(G), and bk(G) be the number of k-cliques, maximal
k-cliques and k-independent sets of G, with a0(G)= b0(G)= 1. The clique polynomials
C(G;x) the maximal clique polynomials MC(G;x) and independent set polynomials
I (G;x) are defined as
C(G;x)=
∑
k
ak(G)x
k =
∑
C⊂v(G)
∏
v∈C
x, (clique)
MC(G;x)=
∑
k
a¯k(G)x
k =
∑
C⊂v(G)
∏
v∈C
x, (m-clique)
I (G;x)=
∑
k
bk(G)x
k =
∑
I⊂v(G)
∏
v∈I
x, (indep)
where the sum in the right most term ranges over the cliques, maximal cliques and
independent sets, respectively. C(G;x) and I (G;x) were studied in various contexts by
Fisher and Solow [FS90], Gutman and Harary [GH83], and Hoede and Li [HL94].
Proposition 1 gives immediately
Proposition 4. The clique polynomials, maximal clique polynomials and the independent
set polynomials are MSOL-polynomials.
Complexity. It is easy to see that C(G;x) and I (G;x) are NP hard to compute and that
MC(G;x) is P hard. In [HL94] is noted that for k-trees G one has
C(G;x)= x(1+ x)k(1+ (n− k)x).
Here n is the size of vertex set V (G). Hence, for k-trees G the computation of
the polynomial is trivially in P. We shall extend this result to partial k-trees, i.e.,
graphs of tree width at most k.
4. Farrell polynomials
E.J. Farrell, in [Far79b], succeeded in finding a common framework for the matching,
rook polynomials, and the chromatic polynomial, χ(G,λ), which for positive integers
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λ counts the number of proper colorings of the vertices of G with λ-many colors,4 cf.
[Bol99]. We follow and extend the framework given in [Far79b]. Let F be a family of
connected graphs,5 closed under isomorphisms. For each D ∈ F (up to isomorphism) let
XD be an indeterminate and let RF = Z[XD: D ∈ F ] be the polynomial ring associated
with F .
4.1. Farrell’s framework
Given a graph G= 〈V,E〉, a vertex disjoint F -cover C of G is a spanning subgraph of
G where each connected component D of C is in F . An edge disjoint F -cover C of G is
a spanning subgraph 〈V,E′〉 of G where E′ =⊔i Ei is partitioned as the disjoint union of
edge sets Ei (also called components) such that the underlying graph of Ei is in F . Here
different components may overlap at vertices. An F -cover is either vertex disjoint or edge
disjoint, and we specify which, if needed.
With each F -cover C of G we associate a monomial µG(C) =∏D⊆compC XD . The
F -polynomial of G is now defined as
∑
C is anF -cover of G
µG(C). (Farrell)
A Farrel polynomial is a substitution instance of an F -polynomial for suitable F and
weight function w mapping indeterminates into some value of RF . Often the value set of
the weight function w is assumed to be finite.
Let F consist of the degenerate cliques K1 and K2. A vertex disjoint F -cover C is an
m-matching with m=m(C) the number of K2’s in C. To see that the matching polynomial
m(G,λ) is a Farrell polynomial we put XK1 = 1 and XK2 =−λ−2.
Other examples, with vertex disjoint covers, include:
(i) Rook polynomials of bipartite graphs, cf. [Rio58]. Here F is like for the matching
polynomial and contains two graphs.
(ii) The circuit polynomials, where F consists of all proper and improper circuits, hence
F is infinite.
(iii) The characteristic polynomial of a graph can be obtained as a special case of the
circuit polynomial with proper choice of the weight function, cf. [Sac64,Far79b].
(iv) The subgraph polynomial, where F consists of all connected finite graphs. The Tutte
polynomials (also called dichromatic polynomials), are of this form for a properly
chosen weight function,6 cf. [Far79b,Bol99].
(v) Using edge disjoint covers, we can also include the Martin polynomials for undirected
graphs, cf. [Ver83,EM98].
4 One has to prove that this defines a polynomial, and in this form it is not at all obvious that it turns out to be
MSOL-definable.
5 One could also consider non-connected graphs, but no reasonable examples occur in the literature.
6 This does not apply to the colored Tutte polynomials.
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4.2. MSOL-definable Farrell polynomials
For a Farrell polynomial to be an MSOL-polynomial it is not enough to require that F
be MSOL-definable, as the weight function on F can depend on more than one edge or
vertex of D ∈F and its range can be infinite, when F is. The weight function in the case
of MSOL-polynomials is a function of the vertices or edges alone.
We say that a graph polynomial is MSOL-Farrell, if
(i) F is MSOL-definable,
(ii) the F -covers are vertex disjoint,
(iii) the range A of the weight function w is finite,
(iv) and for each a ∈A the set {D ∈F : w(D)= a} is MSOL-definable.
In other words, MSOL-Farrell polynomials have the form
p(G)=
∑
H⊆G
(G,H)|=Ψ
( ∏
K∈Con(H)
F (K)
)
, (MSOL-Farrell)
where Ψ is an MSOL(P )-formula and F(K) is given by a finite MSOL-definable case
distinction:
F(K)=


X1, if K |= φ1,
...
...
Xn, if K |= φn.
The X1, . . . ,Xn are distinct indeterminates. The φi ’s are without loss of generality
assumed to be mutually exclusive (pairwise contradictory) MSOL-sentences.
Remark 5. If the F -cover is vertex disjoint then the F -polynomial can be written as
p(G)=
∑
E0⊆E
( ∏
D∈Con(〈V,E0〉)
µG(D)
)
(Farrell-1)
with Con(〈V,E0〉) the set of connected components of 〈V,E0〉 and
µG(D)=
{
0, if D /∈F ,
XD, else.
Proposition 6. If F is finite, then every Farrell polynomial defined using F is MSOL-
Farrell.
Proof. We only observe that every finite class of structures is MSOL-definable. ✷
The frame polynomials are the vertex disjoint Farrell polynomials where F consists of
circles Cn,n 3, and paths Pn, hence F is MSOL-definable, but the weight Pn is Xn and
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of Cn is Yn, i.e., the range of the weight function on F is infinite. They are not MSOL-
Farrell. The bounded frame polynomials, defined like the frame polynomials, but with F
truncated containing only the Cn’s and Pn’s for nN , are MSOL-Farrell.
5. MSOL-polynomials on graphs of bounded tree width
We now recall the definition of tree width of a graph G= 〈V,E〉.
5.1. Tree width
General background on tree width may be found in [Die96].
Definition 7. A k-tree decomposition of G is given as follows:
(i) We have a rooted tree T = 〈T ,f 〉, where T is a set and f is a function mapping nodes
onto their father.
(ii) The vertex set V (G) of the graph covered by sets At , with t ∈ T and |At | k + 1.
(iii) For every edge e= (x, y) ∈E(G) there is a t ∈ T such that both x, y ∈At .
(iv) For each x ∈ V the set T (x)= {t ∈ T : x ∈At } is a (connected) subtree of T .
Remark 8. Under conditions (i)–(iii), (iv) is equivalent to: For every connected subgraph
H of G, the set {t ∈ T : V (H)∩At = ∅} is a connected subtree of T
Definition 9. G is of tree width at most k, if there exists a k-tree decomposition of G. Such
graphs are also called partial k-trees.
For fixed k, checking whether G has tree width at most k (and if yes, finding a
witnessing tree decomposition) can be done in polynomial time, cf. [Bod97].
If we add unary predicates (labels) to G, the notion of tree width does not change.
Therefore the tree width of a crossing diagram, i.e., the plane graph which is a projection
of a knot with marked under- and overcrossings, is just the tree width of its underlying
graph. Also the tree width of an edge colored graph is, by definition, the same as its tree
width without the coloring.
The tree width of Kn is n − 1 and of Kn,n it is n. If the graph polynomial P(G, X)
depends also on the complement graph of G, as is the case for the permanent polynomial
Φperm or the hit polynomial, the restriction of P(G, X) to graphs of tree width at most k
may seem to be meaningless.
5.2. Main theorem
Modifying the proof of [CMR01] for our definition of MSOL-polynomials and MSOL-
Farrell polynomials we get:
Theorem 10. Let K be class of graphs of tree width at most k. Let p(G,X) be a graph
polynomial which is either an MSOL-polynomial or MSOL-Farrell. Then p(G,X) can
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be computed on K in polynomial time and even in NC. Furthermore, p(G, X) can be
evaluated in linear time (over the ring with unit cost).
But Theorem 10 is not an obvious corollary to the results of [CMR01].
Proof (outline). For the case that Φ(G, X) is an MSOL-polynomial, we proceed as in
[CMR01], but compute in the polynomial ring RF , using a unit cost computation model
for operations in the ring.
For the case thatΦ(G, X) is an MSOL-Farrell, we have to rework the proof of [CMR01]
considerably. In this case the assumption that the covers are vertex disjoint and that the
weights are given to the connected components of the cover are essential. We exploit
Remark 5, after the definition of MSOL-Farrell polynomials, and Remark 8, after the
definition of k-tree decompositions together with the finiteness of the range of w and
the definability condition of its preimages. Again we use the tree decomposition as the
basis for an inductive computation, but we have to track the connected components of
the cover on the way, which creates additional complications. This results from the fact,
that neither the decomposition theorem à la Feferman–Vaught (as in [CMR01]), nor the
automata theory approach (as in [ALS91]) give us enough information on how to handle
the various connected components of the F -cover. ✷
5.3. The new lemmas
In more detail, we first prove two lemmas.
Lemma 11 (and definitions). There is a finite set T of formulas7 over P,v1, . . . , vw such
that:
(i) There is a function τ associating to each w-rooted 1-colored graph (G,H, a¯), an
element τ (G,H, a¯) of T s.t.
(G,H, a¯) |= τ (G,H, a¯).
(ii) For each permutation σ ∈ S(l), l  w, there is a partial one-to-one function
σˆ :T → T s.t. σˆ (τ (G,H, a¯)) = τ (G,H, a¯σ ), where |a¯| = l and a¯σ results from a¯
by permuting its entries according to σ .
(iii) There are partial functions ⊕l :T × T → T , for each l < w, such that
⊕l
(
τ (G′,H ′, a¯′), τ (G′′,H ′′, a¯′′)
)= τ (G,H, a¯′)
whenever (G,H) is the union of (G′,H ′) and (G′′,H ′′), a¯′′ = a′1 . . . a′l andG′ ∩G′′ ={a¯′′}.
7 In [CMR01] they are called Hintikka formulas, because they are the maximally consistent formulas of given
quantifier rank used by Hintikka in connection with back-and-forth games known as Ehrenfeucht–Fraissé games.
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(iv) There is a partial function ρ :T → T s.t. ρ(τ(G,H, a¯)) = τ (G,H, a¯∗), where a¯∗
results from a¯ by deleting its last entry.
(v) There is a partial function  :T → {1R} ∪ {X1, . . . ,Xn} with Dom() = Dom(ρ)
s.t. if the last entry of a¯ is in H and K , the connected component of H containing it,
does not contain any other entry of a¯ and satisfies φi then (τ (G,H, a¯))=Xi . Else
(τ (G,H, a¯))= 1R.
Associate with each element α of T and each w-rooted graph (G, a¯) the polynomial
pα(G, a¯)=
∑
H⊆G
(G,H)|=α
∏
K∈Con(H)
K∩{a¯}=∅
F(K).
The polynomials pα , α ∈ T , are called T -partial polynomials. For φi in the lemma above
we define
βi = #
{
K ∈ Con(H): K ∩ {a¯} = ∅ and K |= φi
}
.
Claim 12. Given a w-rooted graph (G, a¯), we define for every f : {1, . . . , n}→N
cf = #
{
H ⊆G: (G,H) |= α and ∀i (f (i)= βi)}.
Then
pα(G, a¯)=
∑
f∈|G|n
cf
(
X
f (1)
1 × · · · ×Xf (n)n
)
.
It is now straightforward to prove
Lemma 13. Let σˆ , ⊕l , ρ, and  be as in Lemma 11.
(i) If |a¯| = l, σ ∈ Sl , a¯σ results from a¯ by permuting its entries according to σ and
σˆ (α′)= α then
pα
(
G, a¯σ
)= pα′(G, a¯).
(ii) If G is the union of G′ and G′′, a¯′′ = a′1 . . . a′l , G′ ∩G′′ = {a¯′′} and ⊕−1l (α) is the set
of pairs (α1, α2) ∈ T 2 s.t. ⊕l (α1, α2)= α then
pα(G, a¯
′)=
∑
(α1,α2)∈⊕−1l (α)
pα1(G
′, a¯′)× pα2(G′′, a¯′′).
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(iii) If a¯∗ results from a¯ by deleting its last entry and ρ−1(α) is the set of α′ ∈ T s.t.
ρ(α′)= α then
pα(G, a¯
∗)=
∑
α′∈ρ−1(α)
(α′)× pα′(G, a¯).
Using these two lemmas we prove now Theorem 10.
Proof (detailed continuation of Theorem 10). Both algorithms, computing and evaluating
the polynomial, compute, in a first stage, an expression ε(G) using operations σˆ , ⊕l , and
ρ that gives a construction of the graph G out of primary w-rooted graphs of size  w.
This can be done in linear time.
In a second stage, the algorithm computing the polynomial (I) must traverse the
expression ε(G), computing recursively, for each subexpression, the corresponding
T -partial polynomials. The algorithm evaluating the polynomial (II) works in the same
way but computes instead directly the evaluations of the T -partial polynomials. The time
bounds follow from:
Claim 14. There are constants k and C such that each recursive step of algorithm I can be
carried out in |G|k steps and each recursive step of algorithm II can be carried out in C
steps.
The essence of the argument is that there are |T | many distinct T -partial polynomials and
each of them has less than |Gn| monomials.
This proves the second part of Theorem 10. ✷
6. Limitations of the methods
From Theorem 10 (and the results in [Mak,Mak01,MM]) it follows that the following
polynomials can be computed in polynomial time on graphs of tree width at most k:
Tutte. The colored Tutte polynomials.
Knots. The various Kauffman brackets and Jones polynomials.
Matching. The various matching and rook polynomials (but not the hit polynomials).
Clique. The clique and maximal clique polynomial.
Indep. The independent set polynomial.
Bounded frame. The bounded frame polynomials.
It is likely that for each of these cases specific methods will lead to much better algorithms,
as in the case of matching polynomials and Tutte polynomials (cf. [Nob97]. Once one
knows of the existence of a polynomial time algorithm, it is worthwhile searching for a
feasible one, cf. [DF99].
Our method does not apply to Martin polynomials, the permanent polynomial and frame
polynomials in general.
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The Martin polynomials are Farrell polynomials for edge disjoint covers. However,
for graphs representing link diagrams (e.g., Eulerian and regular of degree 4) they can
be obtained from the Kauffman bracket, cf. [ABS]. Based on recent work on Martin
polynomials on arbitrary graphs in [EM98] we conjecture:
Conjecture 15. On graphs of tree width at most k the Martin polynomials can be computed
in polynomial time.
However, for the proof we have to use some new ideas.
The permanent polynomial is the permanent of a matrix without any zeros, as the zeros
are replaced by an indeterminate. There is an interesting question here:
Problem 16. Assume M is a matrix with only two values a, b both different from zero.
How do the values have to be distributed such that per(M) can be computed fast?
The answer to this problem may also shed light on computing the hit polynomial.
The frame polynomials use a weight function on F with an infinite range. In particular,
the weight of Pn is Xn and of Cn is Yn. Nevertheless, we conjecture:
Conjecture 17. On graphs of tree width at most k the frame polynomials can be computed
in polynomial time.
It is not yet clear how the newly introduced interlace polynomials of Arratia et al. [ABS]
fit into our framework. For for graphs representing link diagrams, they are also computable
from the Kauffman brackets, as shown in [ABS].
Problem 18. Are the interlace polynomials computable in polynomial time on graphs of
bounded tree width?
Finally, our methods may have some bearing on the search of complete invariant for
graphs of bounded tree width. In [GM99], it is shown that there is a graph canonization, and
hence a complete graph invariant, for graphs of bounded tree width which is computable
in polynomial time. However, this canonization is not given as a graph polynomial.
Problem 19. Is there a natural family Inv(k) of polynomials which is a complete invariant
for graphs of tree width at most k? The family of frame polynomials and of permanent
polynomials may be good candidates.
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